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LAPTOP 
TRACKING 

SYSTEM 



BGIL provides solution based on RFID Smart Card  
Laptop Tracking System 

 

No line of sight requirement.

Long read range

Portable database

Multiple tag read/write.

Tracking people, items, and equipment in real-time.



BGIL provides solution based on RFID Smart Card  
Laptop Tracking System 

 
 

This RFID chip is 
embedded in the 
laptop with the 
serial number 
(e.g.: mk23908) 
saved in the same. 



BGIL provides solution based on RFID Smart Card  
Laptop Tracking System 

 
 

Smart card chip 
has the same 
serial number 
(e.g.: mk23908) 
stored in it. 

. 



How does a BGIL’s Laptop Tracking System work? 
 

 
 

 

. 

DISPLAY BOARD 

Situation 1:   When employee  carrying laptop 
 

Asset tags will be issued from BGIL software to respective employee. 
Employee enters the facility & scan his asset tag on RFID reader. 

 



 How does a BGIL’s Laptop Tracking System work?  
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DISPLAY BOARD 

 
After asset authentication, employee punches his access card on access 
reader.  
If authenticated as per access database. 
Green light switched on. 
Message on  Display board: Authentication matching & please  proceed. 

 

AUTHENTICATION 
MATCHING 

PLEASE  
PROCEED 



 How does a BGIL’s Laptop Tracking System work?  
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DISPLAY BOARD 

 
If authentication failed as per access database. 
Red light switched on. 
Message on  Display board: Authentication failed & Do not proceed. 

 

AUTHENTICATION 
FAILED 
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How does a BGIL’s Laptop Tracking System work?  
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DISPLAY BOARD 

 
Situation 2:   When employee  not carrying laptop 

 
Employee enters the facility & punches his access card on access reader. 
Green light switched on. 
Message on  Display board: Authentication matching & please  proceed 

 



BENEFITS 

 1 

2 

3 

4 

 

Real-Time Traceability 
 
 

Improved Security of critical assets 
 

 

Protection of Intellectual Property 
 

Saving Time and Effort 



FEATURES 

 Application-based solution for tracking RFID-tagged assets 
including laptops 
 

 RFID Vendor Neutral - Not dependent on any specific RFID tag or 
reader vendor.  
 

 Easy to configure. 
 

 Generates real-time alerts on exceptions in business workflow. 
 

 Delivers alerts through email and SMS 
 

 Supports integration with cameras, alarms and other sensors 
 

 Scalable, Web and Java-based enterprise-class architecture 
 



Why BGIL- The Value Preposition  

 

We make ourselves accountable 

We put words into actions 

Experience and technical know-how

1st class customer support

Professionalism with Quality

Trained Staff on Service Offerings 



THANK YOU 
 


